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The power of twin shafts
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The mechanical shredding of waste is a 
tough job, so electrical drive systems for 
shredders must be especially sturdy and 
reliable. This also applies to the geared 
motors from WEG’s subsidiary Watt Drive, 
which the Austrian recycling machinery 
manufacturer Wagner Shredder uses to 
drive its new twin-shaft shredder.

Wagner Shredder, a well-established and 
respected supplier to the waste disposal 
industry, is a family-owned and operated 
company in its second generation locat-
ed in Neuhaus am Klausenbach in Austria. 
Wagner has been developing and produc-
ing high-quality recycling machinery for 
more than 30 years, including single-shaft 
and twin-shaft shredders, perforators, tyre 
dismantlers, bale breakers and special 
solutions. The company also offers an end-
to-end service from consultation, engineer-
ing and production to delivery and turnkey 
handover.

For the development of the new WTS500 
universal twin-shaft shredder on request 

of a customer, Wagner entrusted the im-
plementation of the drive systems to their 
long-time partner Watt Drive, located in 
Markt Piesting, Austria.
 
Twofold Austrian quality
 
In the WTS500 the material to be shredded 
is pulled between two shafts rotating slowly 
in opposite directions, each fitted with cut-
ter discs. The process is monitored by a 
PLC controller. If the machine is overload-
ed or foreign objects get into the cutting 
mechanism, the controller reverses the ro-
tation. The gap between the cutter discs is 
precisely defined to reduce the shredding 
force. A top-mounted stripping comb holds 
down the shredded material and prevents 
it from winding around the shafts. The size 
of the output material is determined by the 
cutter width or the number of blades. 

The WTS500 can be used for cost-ef-
fective shredding of all sorts of industrial 
waste, sheet metal and plastic waste, spe-
cial waste, metal swarf, electronic scrap, 
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Wagner uses geared motors from Watt Drive  
to drive their new WTS500 twin-shaft shredder
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biological waste, wood, glass, and even 
liquid-filled containers.

“Our recycling machines are top-quality 
units made in Austria, and our shredders 
are especially tough and durable. To ensure 
high quality and reliability in operation, we 
chose Watt Drive for the drive units of the 
WTS500 because the Watt geared motors 
fit perfectly with the machine concept, and 
because we know from experience that 
they have high operational reliability”, says 
Design Manager Alexander Wagner.

Well-conceived drive concept
 
Each of the two shafts in the WTS500 
shredder is driven by a sturdy geared mo-
tor consisting of a Watt helical bevel gear 
unit (type KSA 86A) and a WEG four-pole 

modular motor with frame size 112 or 132. 
The motors are rated at 4 or 5.5 kW and 
designed for an operating voltage of 400 
or 690 V at 50 Hz. They comply with IP55 
protection rating and insulation class F. 
For overload protection, the motors are 
equipped with thermal protection. With an 
output torque of 2,745 Nm and a reduc-
tion ratio of 81.14, the geared motors run 
at output speeds of 18 and 20 rpm respec-
tively. 

These relatively low speeds result in gen-
tle shredding of the material with low levels 
of wear, dust generation and noise emis-
sion. There’s a good reason for running 
the two geared motors at different speeds 
and driving the two shredder shafts of the 
WTS500 in opposite directions: in this way 
the shafts do a better job at pulling in the 

The two independent drives in the WTS500  
provide uniform torque on the two shafts
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material to be shredded. For protection 
against the harsh operating conditions, the 
geared motors are also equipped with pro-
tection-caps for hollow shafts, torque arms 
and rubber buffer kits.

Alexander Wagner describes the advantage 
of this well-conceived drive concept for 
machine operators as follows: “Independ-
ent shaft drive with two low-inertia geared 
motors results in constant torque on both 
cutter shafts. If one drive gets overloaded, 
the other one keeps running, which boosts 
the throughput of the shredder. The drive 
also needs little maintenance, and an ac-
cessory puller simplifies dismounting the 
geared motors for cutter exchange. The 
geared motors are rubber mounted to pro-
tect them against shock loads, which are 
sometimes very high. The quality of these 

mounts contributes to the high availa-
bility of the machine.” 

Perforated, not shaken

Wagner also relies on drive solutions 
from Watt Drive for its perforators, 
which are available in three different 
sizes with throughput from 450 to 
2,400 kg/h. The perforators are used 
to slit or puncture PET bottles and con-
tainers with capacities up to five litres.  
Slitting or puncturing makes the pressed 
bales more compact and denser. 

In the perforation process, the PET 
bottles fall onto the two counter-rotat-
ing shafts and the stripper, which are 
equipped with interchangeable slitting 
tools. The bottles are first drawn in 

Wagner also relies on drive technology from  
Watt Drive for their perforators (PET10 shown here)
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by the shafts and then perforated by the 
tools. After this the shafts press the bottles 
downward, where they exit from the ma-
chine into a container or into the press. 

One or two ASA 76A shaft-mounted 
geared motors from Watt Drive are used in 
the perforators, depending on the model. 
They are equipped with WEG modular mo-
tors with rated power of 2.2 or 5.5 kW and 
essentially the same basic specifications as 
the shredder drives. However, they differ 
from the geared motors for the WTS500 in 
terms of output torque (470 Nm) and re-
duction ratio (17.73), resulting in a signifi-
cantly higher output speed of 81 rpm. The 
perforator drives are additionally equipped 
with a special hollow shaft.  

“The Watt geared motors are sturdy and 
robust, and they have a track record for 
high quality and good service. We have 
been building the PET perforators for about 
12 years now, and we have never had any 
problems with the geared motors”, says  
Alexander Wagner.
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“The Watt geared motors are sturdy and ro-
bust, and they have a track record for high 
quality and good service. We have been build-
ing the PET perforators for about 12 years now, 
and we have never had any problems with the 
geared motors.“

Alexander Wagner 
Design Manager Wagner Shredder
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WEG Worldwide Operations

For those countries where there is not a WEG own operation, find our local distributor at www.weg.net.

ARGENTINA
San Francisco - Cordoba
Phone: +54 3564 421484
info-ar@weg.net

Cordoba - Cordoba
Phone: +54 351 4641366
weg-morbe@weg.com.ar

Buenos Aires
Phone: +54 11 42998000
ventas@pulverlux.com.ar

AUSTRALIA
Scoresby - Victoria 
Phone: +61 3 97654600
info-au@weg.net

AUSTRIA
Markt Piesting - Wiener 
Neustadt-Land
Phone: +43 2633 4040
watt@wattdrive.com

BELGIUM
Nivelles - Belgium
Phone: +32 67 888420
info-be@weg.net

BRAZIL
Jaraguá do Sul - Santa Catarina
Phone: +55 47 32764000
info-br@weg.net

CHILE
La Reina - Santiago
Phone: +56 2 27848900
info-cl@weg.net

CHINA
Nantong - Jiangsu
Phone: +86 513 85989333
info-cn@weg.net

Changzhou – Jiangsu 
Phone: +86 519 88067692
info-cn@weg.net

COLOMBIA
San Cayetano - Bogota
Phone: +57 1 4160166
info-co@weg.net

ECUADOR
El Batan - Quito
Phone: +593 2 5144339
ceccato@weg.net

FRANCE
Saint-Quentin-Fallavier - Isère
Phone: +33 4 74991135
info-fr@weg.net

GERMANY
Türnich - Kerpen 
Phone: +49 2237 92910
info-de@weg.net

Balingen - Baden-Württemberg
Phone: +49 7433 90410
info@weg-antriebe.de

Homberg (Efze) - Hesse
Phone: +49 5681 99520
info@akh-antriebstechnik.de

GHANA
Accra
Phone: +233 30 2766490
info@zestghana.com.gh

INDIA
Bangalore - Karnataka
Phone: +91 80 41282007
info-in@weg.net

Hosur - Tamil Nadu
Phone: +91 4344 301577
info-in@weg.net

ITALY
Cinisello Balsamo - Milano
Phone: +39 2 61293535
info-it@weg.net

JAPAN
Yokohama - Kanagawa
Phone: +81 45 5503030
info-jp@weg.net

MALAYSIA
Shah Alam - Selangor
Phone: +60 3 78591626
info@wattdrive.com.my

MEXICO
Huehuetoca - Mexico
Phone: +52 55 53214275
info-mx@weg.net

Tizayuca - Hidalgo
Phone: +52 77 97963790

NETHERLANDS
Oldenzaal - Overijssel
Phone: +31 541 571080
info-nl@weg.net

PERU
La Victoria - Lima
Phone: +51 1 2097600
info-pe@weg.net

PORTUGAL
Maia - Porto
Phone: +351 22 9477700
info-pt@weg.net

RUSSIA and CIS
Saint Petersburg
Phone: +7 812 363 2172
sales-wes@weg.net

SOUTH AFRICA
Johannesburg
Phone: +27 11 7236000
info@zest.co.za

SPAIN
Coslada - Madrid
Phone: +34 91 6553008
wegiberia@wegiberia.es

SINGAPORE
Singapore
Phone: +65 68589081
info-sg@weg.net 

Singapore
Phone: +65 68622220
watteuro@watteuro.com.sg

SCANDINAVIA
Mölnlycke - Sweden
Phone: +46 31 888000
info-se@weg.net

UK
Redditch - Worcestershire
Phone: +44 1527 513800
info-uk@weg.net

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Jebel Ali - Dubai
Phone: +971 4 8130800
info-ae@weg.net

USA
Duluth - Georgia
Phone: +1 678 2492000
info-us@weg.net 

Minneapolis - Minnesota
Phone: +1 612 3788000

VENEZUELA
Valencia - Carabobo
Phone: +58 241 8210582
info-ve@weg.net

 WEG Group - Motors Business Unit
 Jaraguá do Sul - SC - Brazil  
 Phone: +55 47 3276 4000 
 motores@weg.net
 www.weg.net 


